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Guidecraft kitchen helper stool

Guidecraft's authentic kitchen helper bench is an exclusively foldable, lightweight step stool that helps children safely reach the height of the countertop. Set the platform to 15 or 18 to keep your kitchen helper bench at the perfect height for your growing child. Available in three unique styles and various
color options to match your home décor. Created by Guidecraft, a quality children's furniture company for over 50 years, the folding kitchen helper slate is made from solid woods. Each piece is sanded smooth before assembly and coated with a non-toxic finish that prevents scratches and scratch marks.
To clean the kitchen helper's stool, simply wipe it with a damp cloth. Skip to main content Get free delivery with Amazon Prime Prime subscribers enjoy free Delivery and exclusive access to music, movies, TV shows, original audio series and kindle books. Top reviews The latest reviews of the Top I have
so many good memories standing in a chair and helping my parents in the kitchen as a child. Even before I had my daughter Ellie, I had imagined baking Christmas cookies and making homemade pasta sauce with my own children helping me in the kitchen. But these images in my head have always
involved much older children - children who can really help in the kitchen. I never imagined a child paused at the kitchen counter with me, although Ellie apparently has a different image on her head. She loves to learn and is always interested in what I'm doing, so if I let her play on the floor while I'm
cooking or cooking, she's not a very happy camper. She's only 12 months old, so it's definitely not safe to have her in a chair by the counter. Enter the Guidecraft Kitchen Helper. It's an adjustable kitchen stool that puts Ellie on the counter with me, and even though it's $169, it's been a game changer and
worth a lot of price. Before I had the Kitchen Helper, I tried to cook meals with one hand while holding Ellie in the other. This was not easy or safe, especially when I was near the stove or I needed to use a knife. Now she can see everything I'm doing while I have both hands free, and she's happy and
entertained all the time. Setting up and design Amazon My husband set up Kitchen Helper in less than 10 minutes. The whole product is made of very solid and sturdy wood. The seat folds very quickly and easily when you want to store it, and it takes less than a minute to unfold and configure when you
are ready to use it. I can even arm with one hand if I'm holding Ellie in the other. The bench comes with an anti-derrente rug for children to stay while on the bench, and a Kitchen Helper Keeper, which is a mesh covering the open side of the bench where the children would enter or leave. As soon as Ellie
gets big the Let's take this off so she can get in and out on her own, but for now, it helps keep her safe and secure in the bank. The Kitchen Helper comes in five different colors, so you can choose the one that best matches Kitchen. We chose white. I like the design because it looks more like a mobile
than a child item or toy, but it still has some cute features that would keep kids entertained, like shape clippings on the sides (more on that later), a small blackboard on one side, and a small frame on the other side. As Ellie is still so young, she hasn't used it yet, but I could see them being fun for her to
play or write the dinner menu when she gets older. For now, Ellie loves to see me from the bench while playing with measuring bowls and glasses. I also use the bench sometimes to feed her a little appetizer if she gets hungry while I'm still cooking dinner. I like that I can still supervise her while she's
eating, instead of having her run away while I'm still in the kitchen. This stool has already made preparing meals much less stressful, and I can say that Ellie loves it too, because if I start cooking without her in Kitchen Helper, she will walk up to it and point to it. When she gets older, she'll be able to use
the stool to really help me prepare ingredients and cook meals. It's so important that kids learn the process of how food gets to the table, so this is a great product to start teaching it from an early age. Safety first so much research as I did before buying this stool and as sturdy as it has been so far, there is
always the possibility that Ellie could try to get out or fall, so I always keep an eye on her, so I'd like you to do the same with this or any other product. You also need to be very careful what you put on the counter in front of the seat; you'd be surprised how far these little arms can get. Be sure to keep any
dangerous, hot or sharp item well out of arm's reach. Potential cons to consider Amazon The anti-slip mat tends to fall off a lot when I fold the Kitchen Helper to store it. That's more of a minor inconvenience, but it's something to consider. I'm also not a big fan of the decorative square, star, and circle
cutouts on the sides because they are the perfect base for my little climber. If you are using this for a child, you will need to be especially careful once they enter the climbing stage in which Ellie is currently. Since she's a little older, I don't think that's going to be a problem. The bottom line I absolutely love
the Kitchen Helper. Before buying it, I was afraid it was a waste of money, but it was worth so much cost even at $170. There are a few other options out there, including the Little Partners Original Learning Tower ($199.99), which has large openings on the side so it can be more suitable for older
children. Another option to consider is the UNICOO Kids Step Stool, which is under $100. I personally with Kitchen Helper because I like how it is very closed compared to a lot of other options. It's really tough, and has already made it much nicer to bake or make dinner. If you're struggling to get food in
the while taking care of children and young children, I recommend the Kitchen Helper Guide. Pros: Very sturdy, easy to store and assemble, keeps children and children entertained, allows children to participate in meal preparation Cons: Nonslip rug sometimes falls during storage, cutouts next door are
perfect bases for climbersComprto the Guidecraft Kitchen Helper Stool for $169 from Amazon and Wayfair Create a safe and fun environment for children and small children who want to help in the kitchen with Guide the Guidecraft Helper Stool Available in various large styles , the Kitchen Helper stool is
lightweight and easy to move, fold and store. The kitchen helper, safely and safely, raises the children to the height of the worktop. Easily adjusts to two platform heights. Platform heights: 15 and 18. Features fun cutouts, clear marker board and blackboard. Smaller assembly required. Safely supports up
to 125 lbs. Suggested age: 2+. Dimensions: 20L x 21W x 37H. UNIQUE FOLDING CONSTRUCTION: This lightweight, adjustable 2-year-old seat is exclusively foldable for convenient storage. Available in 3 styles and a variety of colors. SAFE AND SAFE: Designed and tested to exceed child safety
standards. Anti-slip mat and auxiliary kitchen protector included for an additional layer of safety. GROW WITH YOUR CHILD: Set the platform to 15 or 18 to keep your stool at the perfect height for your growing child. Mounted dimensions: 20L x 21W x 37H. MADE TO LAST: This durable seat is made
from a combination of solid wood and birch plywood with a non-toxic finish safe for children that prevents scratches and scratch marks. Support with safety 125 lbs. TOGETHERNESS WITH CONFIDENCE: Children can stay independently at the height of the bench, enjoying every moment of family
union. Integrating an appreciation of art and design into a child's world through quality toys and furniture has always been at the heart of Guidecraft's mission. Recognizing a way to celebrate good artists and even more of this effort, Guidecraft has come together... More It is easy to forget that babies and
children can experience strong negative emotions such as stress or pressure, just as any adult can. When it's not treated properly... More This year, the kitchen helper design team has created some kitchen helper add-ons for an added sense of security for even the smallest helpers. First, the Kitchen
Helper Keeper is designed to attach to the opening of any kitchen helper... More more
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